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Subject verb agreement with interrupting phrases worksheet

Accent bar Break phrases Many phrases look more complicated than they really are because they have phrases that interrupt. A interrupting phrase is a group of words that is between the simple subject and the verb, usually giving some added description. Because of these interruptors, it's easy to make a mistake in the



subject-verb agreement. Many interruptors are prepositional phrases. A prepositional phrase is a group of words that begins with a preposition and ends with a noun or pronoun. The prepositional phrase can be removed and the sentence will remain complete. Which of the following phrases is correct? The building with
the white shutters needs paint. The building with the white shutters needs paint. What is the subject of this sentence? The building What is the prepositional phrase? with the white blinds. If the prepositional phrase is removed, the sentence will still make sense. Check the subject-verb agreement now: The building needs
painting. (Not incorrect) The building needs paint. (Right!) The building with the white shutters needs paint. (Even better!) Here are some common prepositions to look for with some prepositional phrases of sample: Prepositions Prepositions Prepositional Phrases of the Three Women, December throughout the universe,
in a long time for the girl, for a new car to the taxi company, to them from the president, from Mars with the Doberman, with the easy beady on the third floor, on television Beware with the following phrases as well. Sometimes they seem to make the subject plural, but they actually introduce phrases that interrupt: as well
as, in addition, together with How about this phrase? Joan Perez, along with her three children, runs the photocopy shop on Clark Street. The phrase contains the phrase of interruption along with her three children, which means that the subject of the phrase is Joan Perez. The singular verb coincides with the singular
subject Joan Pérez. This is not the same as: Joan Perez and her three children run the photocopy shop on Clark Street. In this sentence, Joan Perez and her three children are a composite subject, which makes it plural. The execution of the plural verb agrees with the composite subject Joan and his three sons. Try the
following phrases 27. A box of butter biscuits is sitting at the dining table. 28. Santa Claus, with the help of a multiple of spies, knows if you have been naughty or pleasant. 29. Five members of the committee have issued a minority report. 30. On the anniversary of his assassination, several television specials were
broadcast on John Kennedy. 31. The eggs in this box are rotten. 32. Snow on open farmland blows mercilessly across roads and roads. 33. A lovely smile, along with a healthy bank account, makes Bob an eligible bachelor. 34. The ice cubes in an insulated glass melt slowly even in the summer days. 35. An un opened
packet of crispy crispy fries like dried leaves under their feet. 36. A car loaded with five passengers stops more slowly than a car with only one driver. 37. The football coach, as well as the team members, makes qualifiers every morning. Click here for answers 27. He's 28 years old. knows 29. they're 30. they were 31
years old. 32. hits 33. 34 years ago. melt 35. crackle 36. stops 37. (back to the top) Resources: Cambridge Program for the Writing Skills Test. (1981). Cambridge Book Company: New York, NY GED Test 1: Writing Skills. (1994). Contemporary Books, Inc.: Lincolnwood, IL.GED And Writing Skills. (1996). Steck-Vaughn:
Austin, TX. Rubin, Betsy. (1988). Edge on English: Grammar Write Away, Book 2. Contemporary Books Inc.: Chicago, IL. Nobody likes conflict, and that includes phrases! We know that each sentence requires a subject and a predicate, but we also have to make sure that these two agree with each other. In the world of
grammar, this is called subject-verb agreement. The two places where subjects and verbs most often disagree are in number and tense. If the subject is plural, then the verb also has to be plural. Similarly, if the subject is plural, then the verb must also be plural. This seems infamous, but things can get complicated when
talking about money, time, collective nouns, indefinite pronouns and interruptions. When you're ready, try it with a quiz and practice with our high-quality, standards-aligned questions. The basics of the subject-verb agreement What is the Matter-Verb Agreement? The subject-verb agreement refers to the relationship
between the subject and the preaching of prayer. Themes and verbs should always agree in two ways: tense and number. For this post, we are focusing on the number, or whether the subject and the verb are singular or plural. For example: The light on the lamppost flashes every night. In this sentence, the subject's
light is unique; therefore, the verb describing the subject's action must also be singular: flickers. If the subject was plural, the verbs would have to change shape to agree with the subject. For example: Streetlight lights flash every night. In this sentence, since the subject is now plural, the -s has to be removed from the
verb in order to have a subject-verb agreement. The Subject-Verb agreement and MoneyMoney is complicated when it comes to a subject-verb agreement because there are specific rules to refer to an amount of money versus dollars or cents themselves. For example; since this phrase refers to an amount of money, a
singular verb is used: Five thousand dollars were deposited in the bank this morning. On the other hand, this second sentence refers to dollars itself, so a plural verb is needed instead: Five thousand dollar bills were deposited in the bank this morning. See how the of the phrase when the writer refers to physical dollar
bills instead of a lump sum of money? As I read the first sentence, I imagined a check written for five thousand dollars that were given to Cashier. In the second sentence, however, I imagined someone carrying several bags in the bag, each full of dollar bills. Check out our free grammar review libraryReencamos to the
table of contentsParting verification-verb and timeThe rules for time are very similar to the rules for money when it comes to subject-verb agreement. Just as a singular verb is used with an amount of money, a singular verb is also used over a period of time. For example: The 1920s is the backdrop to F. Scott Fitzgerald's
novel, The Great Gatsby.However, although a plural verb is used when referring to individual dollar banknotes or coins, we usually do not refer to individual units of time since time is abstract. Therefore, singular verbs are always used instead of plural verbs each time a writer refers to a time period or unit of measure. For
example: 225 pounds is the maximum weight I can lift right now. Subject-Verb Agreement and Collective NounsCollective nouns, or nouns that name groups composed of members, use singular or plural verbs based on the context of the sentence. When collective nouns such as family, squad, or committee act in
unisonum in a sentence, a singular verb is used. For example: The committee votes to build a new park in the city center. When collective nouns act individually or separately from the group, a plural verb is used. For example: The herd of cows runs sporadically in all directions. Subject-verb agreement and indefinite
pronounsIncluding although indefinite pronouns are non-specific, most of these pronouns can still be divided into singular and plural categories. However, for indefinite pronouns that can be singular or plural depending on prayer, writers should refer to a different noun in prayer to find out if a singular or plural verb is
needed. Always unique example: Does anyone want to take Precalculus with me this semester? Always plural example: Several kittens should be adopted this weekend. When using an indefinite pronoun such as some, more, none, or all, writers must refer to the noun or noun phrase immediately after this pronoun to
know whether the verb is singular or plural. For example: None of my clothes are clean. (the verb is plural because clothing is plural) There's nothing left of the pizza. (the verb is unique because the pizza is unique) Subject-verb agreement and phrase interruptionI sometimes it can be difficult to know whether a verb
should be singular or plural because it is so far from the topic of prayer. It's easy to get confused with appositive phrases, prepositional phrases or direct objects and thinks that indicate the number of the verb. This is not the case! The subject is the only noun that decides whether the verb is singular or plural. For
example: Chris Hemsworth, one of the many successful actors in Hollywood, has an intense training regimen. In this sentence, although the appositive phrase uses plural noun actors, the theme, Chris Hemsworth, continues to which means that the verb has must also be singular. Here's another example: The knot-hole
in the tree, typically filled with treasures for Scout and Jem, was instead filled with cement. In this sentence, it can be difficult to find the true topic as there are several prepositional phrases that interrupt the subject and the verb. Although there are many nouns, both singular and plural, the true subject, knot-hole, is
unique, so the singular verb is needed. Start practicing in Albert NowReturn to the table of contents3 Tips for understanding the subject-verb agreement Here are some important tips to help you understand the subject-verb agreement:Tip #1. Objects and devices can never be the subject of the phrase For example:
Jacob, one of my next-door neighbors, is a werewolf. In this sentence, Jacob, not neighbors, is the subject of the phrase, because neighbors is part of the appositive phrase. Advice #2. When referring to sums of money or collective nouns acting in unisono, a singular verb is used For example: The herd of bison is
grazing in the field. In this sentence, because bison act as a unified group, the verb is unique. Advice #3. Regardless of where you are in prayer, the subject always determines whether a verb is singular or pluralFor example: His sweaty palms and mind accelerates, begins his descent down the mountain. In this
sentence, the subject does not appear until the middle of the sentence. Don't be fooled by modifiers like this phrase of participle! Check out our free grammar review libraryReturi to the table of contentsApply the basics: Review and practice the subject-verb agreementNow you understand how the subject-verb agreement
works in sentences, review the anchor table below, and complete the review to fully understand how to reach the subject-verb agreement in your own script. The final list of subject-verb agreementRefiere to the following chart to learn the different types of subject-verb agreement:Note: the topics are underlined and the
verbs are italicized. Download this free resourceThis list obviously does not include all possible subject-verb agreement scenarios; however, it is intended to be used as a guide to help writers navigate the subject-verb agreement. Exercises and review of the subject and verb agreement Now that you know how to make
subjects and verbs agree, test your ability to find topics and verbs that agree in number. Select the subject and verb in the following sentences. Remember, subjects and verbs must agree in number; which means that if the subject is singular, then the verb must also be singular.1. Mouse Finbar's main weakness was
cake. In this sentence, weakness is the singular subject of prayer, which means that the it must also be singular2. Ruby Roundhouse knew the only way to save her friends was to win a dance fight. In this sentence, there are two clauses, each with its own subject and verb. The theme and verb of the first clause are
unique: Ruby Roundhouse knew. the and verb of the second clause are also singular: way and was. However, since there are two clauses with two separate verbs, we need to make sure that there is also agreement in time. Since the verb knew is in past time, the verb was also must be in past time.3. Spencer, Fridge
and Martha were separated from the group during the attack. In this sentence, the theme (Spencer, Fridge and Martha) is plural because three different people are included. Therefore, the verbal phrase (separated) must also be plural.4. In Jumanji: The Next Level, a new character, Ming, is introduced. In this sentence,
character is the singular subject. It is difficult to find the real topic because there is a prepositional phrase and a device; However, since character is the true singular subject, the verb is also unique.5. To win the game, Jumanji, the characters were instructed to return the Jaguar's Eye home. In this sentence, characters is
the plural subject, and they were instructed is the plural verb. Professional advice: Subjects and verbs within the same clauses must match each other in number, while verbs in separate clauses within the same sentence must agree with each other in time. For additional practice, see the contents of the Subject-Verb
Agreement in Albert.Start Practicing in Albert NowReturn to the ContentsTry for Yourself: Subject-Verb Agreement QuizFeeling Confident table in your understanding of the Subject-Verb Agreement? Take this short six-question questionnaire to see what you've learned: Quiz 1 begins. True or False: Subjects and verbs
should always agree on number and tenseAnswer: False correct explanation: That's right! While subjects and verbs should always agree in number, tense is reserved for verbs only as nouns in the English language cannot denote time. Wrong explanation: I'm sorry, that's not right! Remember, subjects and verbs should
always agree in number, tense is reserved for verbs only as nouns in the English language cannot denote tense.2. Can noun objects be the subject of a sentence? Answer: There is no correct explanation: That's right! Direct objects, indirect objects, and preposition objects can never be the subject of a sentence! Wrong
explanation: I'm sorry, that's not right! Remember that direct objects, indirect objects, and preposition objects can never be the subject of a sentence3. In this sentence, should the verb be a singular is or a plural are? They're trying to bake bread from scratch. Answer: Plural are Correct Explanation: That's right! Since the
subject, they, is plural, the verb must be the plural are. Wrong explanation: I'm sorry, that's not right! Remember, if the subject is plural, then the verb must also be plural.4. In this prayer, are they the and the singular or plural verb? Raccoons are sometimes called junk pandas because of their habit of going through
people's garbage. Answer: Plural Correct Explanation: That's right! The racoons theme and the verb phrase both are plural. Wrong explanation: I'm sorry, that's not right! The theme racoons and the verbal phrase are called are plural, not singular.5. In this sentence, are they the noun and the singular or plural verb?
Mark, one of my best friends, was chosen for our next drama. Answer: Singular Correct Explanation: That's right! In this sentence, Mark is the subject, not friends. Therefore, the verb was cast is also singular. Wrong explanation: I'm sorry, that's not right! In this sentence, Mark is the subject, not friends. Remember that
nouns in appositive phrases cannot be the subject of prayer. Therefore, the verb was cast is also singular.6. In this sentence, is it necessary the singular verb was or the plural verb were? Ten thousand dollars were/ were demanded by the thieves for the return of the jewel. Answer: Singular verb was Correct explanation:
That's right! This is a tough one. Remember, when referring to a sum of money, a singular verb is used. When referencing real dollar banknotes, a plural verb is used. Wrong explanation: I'm sorry, that's not right! Remember, when referring to a sum of money, a singular verb is used. When referencing real dollar
banknotes, a plural verb is used. For additional practice with the subject-verb agreement, check out our completely free practice in Albert: Subject-Verb Agreement.Check out our free grammar review libraryReen return to the table of contentsThe corner of the subject-verbIncluded although themes and verbs are the
basis of each complete sentence, students may still have trouble locating topics and verbs in sentences, as well as understanding why and how they should agree with each other. Once you have a clear understanding of where your students are, the Common Basic English Language Progressive Skills Table is a useful
tool for developing your students' knowledge, no matter where they are. For specific rules on the agreement between the subject and the verb, please refer to the Common Basic State Standards website. The practice of the Albert Subject-Verb Agreement provides several activities that each focus on a different type of
subject-verb agreement, from the Simple Subject-Verb Agreement to the more advanced Indefinite Pronouns. Once students have practiced each type of subject-verb agreement, assessments are also provided to verify student retention. Summary of subject verb agreementSe can be difficult to find both the main topic
and the main verb of a sentence, especially if there are distracting objects, modifiers, or verbs that act like other parts of speech. Once you have determined the action or state of being described in the sentence, then you have to figure out who or what performing the action or experiencing the state of being. Finally, you
must ensure that both the subject and the verb agree in number because if they do not, it can be very difficult to understand what is being communicated. Be sure to check out our free grammar course for more subject-verb agreement practice. You can also more than 3,400 free, high-quality questions that address
almost all grammatical concepts. Need help preparing for your grammar test? Albert has hundreds of grammar practice questions with detailed explanations to help you master the concepts. Start practicing in Albert now
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